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The tandem accelerator superconducting cyclotron (TASCC) facility
at Chalk River is nearing completion of phase I. During this phase, the
existing tandem accelerator was reversed, a superconducting cyclotron
built and some 60 meters of beam-transport line installed to connect the
two. The result, which also required an appreciable building extension,
is shown in figure 1.

So far, proton, carbon and iodine beams have been accelerated in
the newly configured tandem, and have been transported as far as the last
installed Faraday cup near the cyclotron. By the summer of 1985, the
cyclotron should be in use to boost the energy of these beams.
Experimental equipment is already set up at the "interim target location"
in preparation for that time, and even before the cyclotron is available
we shall have beam on target from the tandem alone via a section of beam
line that bypasses Che cyclotron.

We are thus at Che threshold of a truly exciting time. Soon we
shall have heavy-ion beams available at energies up to 800 MeV for oxygen
and 2.4 GeV for uranium, to choose but two examples. Although TASCC will
not be the first in this energy range, it will join a very select group of
laboratories worldwide wich versatile capabilities at these so-called
transitional energies. Enough has already been accomplished at GSl
(Darmstadt, West Germany) and Michigan State University to indicate the
richness of the field, yet almost everything still remains to be done.

When a nuclear collision occurs between an energetic projectile and
a stationary target, subsequent events can be categorized into three time
frames: I) immediately, within 310 s, the nuclear matter at the point
of collision increases in temperature and density, and nuclear fragments
are ejected; 2) the major nuclear components that remain contain excess
energy, which is later emitted - usually in less Chan = lO~*°s - in the
form of y radiation; and 3) these components, which are frequently exotic
isotopes very different from any found in nature, undergo radioactive
decay. In collaboration with scientists from Canadian universities we
plan a three-pronged approach, wich specialized equipment designed to
probe in detail these three stages in the evolution of a collision.

In effect, research at TASCC will be focussing on the study of
nuclei at extremes. These extremes range from high density and
teraperacure at Che first 5Cage of evolution to high excitation and spin at
the second stage, and exotic nucleonic composition at the third. In fact,
at TASCC beam energies it should be possible to push all these properties
to the furthest limits Chat a nucleus can reach without losing its
incegricy. We expecc rich rewards in an increased knowledge of che
physics of nuclei.
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Figure 1: Artist's impression of the TASCC facility as It is at the completion of phase 1.
Shown in dashed lines is the beam delivery system to 11 target locations, planned
for phase 11. We are currently seeking funds to begin work on this phase, which
utilizes existing target rooms.


